Personal narratives of illness in schizophrenia: associations with neurocognition and symptoms.
Controversy exists regarding whether unawareness/denial of illness in schizophrenia results from neurocognitive deficits or a rejection of stigmatized social roles. One possibility is that some elements of a narrative of mental illness are primarily a matter of personal/social construction while others may be uniquely curtailed by neurocognitive deficits. Accordingly, we gathered narratives of illness among 52 persons with schizophrenia spectrum disorders using a semi-structured interview. Ratings of the plausibility, adequacy of detail, and temporal conceptual organization of each narrative were correlated with assessments of neurocognition, symptoms, and traditional insight measures. Degree of plausibility was significantly related to performance on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), a measure of executive function and levels of Positive symptoms on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS). When entered into a regression to predict plausibility, positive symptoms and WCST performance made unique contributions (R2 = .51, p < .0001). Higher levels of Positive symptoms were associated with poorer temporal conceptual organization within narratives. Adequacy of detail within narratives of illness was related to traditional insight measures but not neurocognition or symptoms.